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1 he growth of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints has re-
cently slowed in Japan, as elsewhere, adding to the decades-long challenge
for the Church of a low activity rate within the country. Latter-day Saints
often say that conversion is more of a process than a one-time event. The
same is true with LDS enculturation, or acceptance of this American-based
church by other cultures as a legitimate part of their societies. Both conver-
sion and enculturation require that people get to know something new
and accept it as part of their personal being or their society's character. As
such, both processes are types of internalization, one at the individual level
and one at the societal level.

Ideally, both internalization processes proceed smoothly and
steadily over time. In reality, however, unexpected complications and set-
backs often mingle with advances. The Church's current struggles in Ja-
pan demonstrate such challenges. Perseverance and paradox characterize
the experience of the Church and its members. This essay outlines the
shifting fortunes of the LDS Church in Japan historically and offers illus-
trations and explanations of the two types of internalization processes for
the Church in contemporary Japan. By doing so, it updates the thoughts I
have offered on the Church in Japan in the pages of Dialogue.

Mormonism's History in Japan

The Earliest Missionary Efforts, 1901-24

The early mission to Japan was not very successful. Perhaps LDS
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polygamy was simply too foreign for the Japanese to countenance. Japa-
nese newspapers, for example, sensing the 1890s continuation of polyg-
amy, treated the arrival of Mormon missionaries in 1901 with clear rejec-
tion, or, at least, a very cautious tone. A typical article referred to the
LDS Church as "a strange religion which still practices polygamy" and
worried that accepting this religion would give disgraceful Japanese men
an excuse to keep mistresses. The admonition of another Tokyo news-
paper, Niroku-shimpo, to "first welcome [the Mormons] and see what mes-
sage they have" was a minority position. More common was rejection,
a comprehensible reaction in view of the strong trailing note of polyg-
amy. In the early twentieth century, Japan was endeavoring to join with
the West in its "civilized society"; the Meiji Restoration had included
the abolition of the custom of keeping mistresses and strong encourage-
ment for the establishment of monogamy. The sterile results of the
Church's next twenty-three years in Japan suggest that the Japanese on
the whole strongly rejected Mormonism. The period was characterized
by indifference from the Japanese and an inability of LDS missionaries
to get the Japanese to see past the stereotype of polygamy.

Lack of Japanese language abilities and literature in Japanese, the
small number of missionaries, and the vast difference between Ameri-
can and Japanese cultures certainly contributed to the mission's futility.
More generally, however, the mood at the turn of the twentieth century
was not welcoming to Christianity as a whole in Japan. Yasuo Furuya, a
Princeton D.D. and a former professor at International Christian Uni-
versity, observes that this period was one of narrow nationalism. The
Meiji Constitution (1889) and the Imperial Rescript on Education
(1890) both firmly established the emperor's absolute rule. In this con-
text in 1891 occurred a notable scandal. Kanzo Uchimura was a
well-known Japanese Christian who had joined the Methodist Church
in 1878 while attending Sapporo Agricultural School. After studying
theology in the United States, he returned to Japan to become a teacher
at First High Secondary School. However, he refused to bow down be-
fore "Kyoiku-chokugo" or the Imperial Rescript on Education at its read-
ing ceremony. He was forced to resign from his post, was severely ostra-
cized, and was charged with defaming the Imperial House. Lese-majeste
was a crime before World War II. In short, the Japanese frowned upon
Christianity and viewed it with hostility, so Mormon missionaries came
to Japan at a very difficult time.
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The Post-World War II Flowering of the Church

The climate for foreign cultural influences within Japan changed
drastically after World War II. Narrow nationalism gave way to the inter-
nationalism endorsed by the military occupiers of Japan, which included
support for Christian missions. Furuya calls this a "Christianity boom,"
culminating in a minister's being invited to the Imperial Court to lecture
the emperor on the Bible. The United States exerted a particularly strong
influence during this period, and Japan experienced rapid "Americaniza-
tion" politically, socially, and culturally. The United States imposed much
of this process, but the Japanese also genuinely participated. The United
States mandated a U. S. military presence in Japan, for example, as well as
a military alliance between the two countries. The Japanese sought to fol-
low American patterns in industry and constitutional politics.
Furthermore, American cultural products became intensely fascinating to
the Japanese.

In this climate the LDS Church prospered as a recognizably Ameri-
can organization. Within three years of the war's end, it reopened its
mission in Tokyo, building on the proselytizing success of the post-war
months. Many people, mostly in humble material and spiritual condi-
tions, thronged to the missionaries' roadside preaching and attended
church meetings. Few traces of polygamy remained relevant. Newspa-
pers during the 1950s described missionaries doing street preaching "en-
thusiastically," "in a polite manner," and "at their own expense." In
the 1960s some papers printed a photograph of the Salt Lake Temple as
a sacred place of world historical interest. Newspapers featured two
U.S. cabinet ministers, George Romney and David Kennedy, as "de-
vout" and "pious" Mormons. The participation of the Church in Ex-
position '70 in Osaka drew much positive attention, as did famous Mor-
mons such as Ezra Taft Benson, Billy Casper, Johnny Miller, and Jack
Anderson.

Most LDS references concerned American Latter-day Saints.
Unsurprisingly, Shukan-Yomiuri, a weekly magazine, termed Mormonism
an "American" church in October 1975. During this period, the Japa-
nese showed fresh interest in and welcome for American Mormons.

Struggles and Successes in Contemporary Mormonism

The years after 1980 constitute a period of mixed success for Mor-
monism in Japan. During the 1980s, the media, for example, continued
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to use modifiers such as "devout" and "earnest" to describe American
TV actors Kent Gilbert and Kent Delicutt, both former LDS missionar-
ies to Japan, appearing on Japanese entertainment TV. Generally pos-
itive descriptors as "diligent," "healthy," "low cancer rate," and
"long-lived" also characterized Mormons. However, news of a critical or
negative nature—both internally and externally—also caught the media's
attention. Such episodes included the Church's position on the Equal
Rights Amendment in 1982, the Mark Hofmann murders in 1985, a
scandal over a real estate deal by the Tokyo Church administration office
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in 1986, and gossip about an extramarital affair by an LDS actress in
1991. Then came the Salt Lake City Olympic bid scandal in 1998.

This shift toward ambivalence refers to the minority of Japanese
who pay attention to Mormonism. Of course, most Japanese increas-
ingly know about and take for granted the most visible facets of Mor-
monism: helmet-wearing missionaries on bicycles, English conversation
classes taught at meeting houses, and members' rigid observance of the
Word of Wisdom. In addition, countless members of the Church repre-
sent LDS ideals well and visibly among acquaintances. Some Japanese
tourists have visited LDS communities abroad, and students who study
at Church-run institutions of higher education also bring back knowl-
edge of Mormonism. Nevertheless, vast numbers of Japanese know little
or nothing about Mormonism beyond the most basic stereotypes, and
indifference remains dominant.

However, the move toward ambivalence reflects more than simply
Japan's attitude toward Mormonism per se. After the second World
War, the nation struggled through a long process of regaining self confi-
dence. Despite economic and population slowdowns, such confidence
has blossomed in the past couple of decades. Japan is one of the most
secular and modern nations in the world. With the world's second larg-
est economy, people live in affluence, and many disregard religion. Ter-
rorism by Aum Shinri-kyo in 1995, among other things, made the na-
tion distrust religion as a whole. Japan's other-directed, relational, social
and cultural expectations work against the demands of systems (such as
Mormonism) that prize individualistic and exclusivist attitudes toward
faith, lifestyle, and transgression. Participation in a globalized econ-
omy is occurring simultaneously with a widespread movement toward
nationalist conservatism. Materialism, secularization, estrangement
from religion, and growing nationalism are all adverse factors that weigh
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against Christianity, including Mormonism. The recent U.S. unilateral
foreign policy actions (especially warfare) have not played well in pacifist
Japan. The Church, which most Japanese still regard as American, in-
variably suffers by association. LDS growth rates reflect this changed cli-
mate: a slowdown from almost 3 percent per year between 1982 and
1996 to about 1 percent between 1997 and 2004.25

The Social Level: Japans lntercultural Paradox

The historically changing fortunes of Japanese society noted above
help contextualize challenges to Church growth in Japan. In this section
I point out Japan's intercultural paradox, which has influenced these
struggles. Similar dynamics affect societies other than Japan to greater or
lesser degrees, but the paradox seems particularly inherent to Japanese
culture.

Scholarly observers of Japan, both foreign and Japanese, have long
been fascinated by Japanese receptiveness toward foreigners and foreign
culture. Books such as Ruth Benedict's The Chrysanthemum and the Sword
(1946), Karel van Wolfren's The Enigma of Japanese Power (1988), and
Yoshio Sugimoto's An Introduction to Japanese Society (1997) attest to this
interest. The historical Japanese embrace of Chinese religion, thought,
and technology, as well as its rapid adoption of western science and tech-
nology after the Meiji Restoration (1868) and World War II, has led many
scholars to argue that Japanese culture is uniquely hospitable to things for-
eign. Japanese culture incorporates these outside elements into Japanese
society, makes them its own, and subsequently improves on them. Ac-
counts of Japan's post-World War II economic "miracle" often used this
theme, especially during the heyday of Japanese economic power during
the 1980s and early 1990s. Scholars also explained the LDS Church's
rapid growth in Japan through the 1980s by this argument. Even Sterling
M. McMurrin, that often prescient observer of the LDS scene, grounded
his optimism for continued LDS growth in Japan in this manner: "I must
recognize that some native peoples have had an almost unbelievable ca-
pacity for cultural adaptation. The Japanese are the prime exhibit of this,
not only in the profound transformation of their society since the outset
of the Meiji era, but even more recently since the War and the American
occupation.

However, this explanation's popularity waned somewhat after the
prolonged Japanese economic slump began. Scholars recognized that ac-
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counts of Japanese receptiveness toward things foreign needed addi-
tional nuance. And actually many already understood that Japanese cul-
tural adaptation did not operate simplistically. Instead, it incorporated a
paradox.

Perhaps this paradox is best introduced through a saying we Japa-
nese often hear from foreigners: "We were welcome as outsiders, but re-
jected when we came inside." Dave Spector, a TV talent who has lived in
Japan since 1983, puts it this way: "Japanese are fond of 'foreign coun-
tries,' but do not ask for 'foreign countries' within the country." A for-
eigner who speaks Japanese fluently, which used to be unexpected, is
sometimes referred to as a hen-no, gaijin ("strange foreigner") and faces the
mixed reception of friendliness and puzzlement. More often than not,
while Japanese usually welcome a guest or traveler with very warm hospi-
tality, a person from another country who tries to settle down in Japan
faces suspicion and even rejection.

Recently a Japanese scholar with a long residency in Europe has ex-
plained this phenomenon as Japan's "intercultural paradox." Toshiaki
Kozakai's observations, published in 1991 as Les Japonais: Sont-ils des
Occidentaux? Sociologie d'une Acculturation Volontaire, derive from ten
years of research on the topic and fifteen years of living outside of Japan
and observing intercultural issues relating to the Japanese:

The word "gaijin" (literally an "outside person," an equivalent of "for-
eigner"), which is used mostly for the Westerners, is disliked the most by
those of them who reside in Japan. As guests they surely will be very
warmly received, but they would be marked "outside person," as with a
branding iron, however long they have lived in Japan, however many gen-
erations go by after obtaining citizenship, or even after they have come to
behave just like Japanese by speaking flawless Japanese and acquiring the
conventions of the society. The day would perhaps be remote when they
would be accepted as genuinely Japanese in this closed island commu-
nity.27

Though attitudes are changing slowly, this situation by and large still
predominates.

Visitors to Japan quickly notice that television and magazine adver-
tisements overflow with translated loan words of Western origin, as well
as with Caucasian models. Kozakai suggests the coexistence of two im-
portant attitudes. The Japanese take in the West, on the one hand,
through linguistic Westernization, aesthetic Caucasianization, and the
desire to acquire the status of honorary Caucasian; but on the other
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hand, they reject real Westerners. To illustrate, a young Japanese woman
says she feels drawn to gaijin as boyfriends, but prefers to marry a Japa-
nese man. Kozakai argues that two vectors are functioning: one is to take
in a foreign object, and the other is to keep it away when the circum-
stances become very real. Masao Maruyama, a political thinker, dubbed
Japan "both [a] closed and open society." To account for this apparent
contradiction, Kozakai maintains that "taking a foreign object in is easy
and possible when the foreigner is kept outside." Kozakai uses the sheer
scarcity of foreign residents in the country, as well as the island country's
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geographical isolation, to support his view. Even when the Japanese
take in a new element from a foreign culture, that element will go
through mutation, reinterpretation, reinvention, and refraction.
Kozakai aptly calls these processes "detoxification" and refers to a system
or immunization.

Kozakai's formulation suggests that foreign elements in Japan face
initial enthusiastic welcome while they are still seen as foreign but become
subject to suspicion and/or "detoxification" and "immunization" if they
attempt to gain a foothold in the country. I believe this formulation ap-
plies to the LDS Church and the gospel. Japanese fascination with foreign
elements showed itself most remarkably in the post-World War II period.
The Church grew steadily from nearly zero to around 50,000 members in
1980. But when a foreign thing comes "inside," when it appears to be
more than a surface phenomenon, the reverse motion of keeping it away
begins. LDS growth rates reflected the paradox only by the 1990s, but
other evidence shows a movement away from the earlier embrace of things
Mormon. Each piece of evidence is admittedly anecdotal and may have
additional, more proximate explanations, but taken altogether, and along
with the growth and retention difficulties, they point to a pattern of
Japanese respecting Mormons and Mormonism abroad but manifesting
indifference when they come close and stay there.

One piece of evidence is the disappearance of "Mormonism" en-
tries from dictionaries of philosophy since the late 1950s. I found in li-
braries four dictionaries of philosophy that were published in Japan be-
fore 1955. Each listed Mormonism. But of the fourteen such dictionar-
ies published after 1955, only two listed Mormonism. Another example
is the gradual exclusion of the LDS Church by the Christian world of Ja-
pan from its Christian Yearbook starting in 1976 after having listed LDS
statistics for more than twenty years previously. I can also point to the
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Nihon Hoso Kyokai's (Japan Broadcasting Company's) apparent discon-
tinuance of occasional broadcasts of the Mormon Tabernacle Choir. I
remember listening to the Tabernacle Choir on NHK radio several
times, but more than thirty years ago. I almost never hear the choir on
the radio these days, either locally or nationally. Japan Columbia Record
Company, now renamed Columbia Music Entertainment, a major Japa-
nese CD audio company, used to have a contract with the Mormon Ta-
bernacle Choir to sell records, but it no longer markets the choir's re-
cords or CDs.

The Individual Level: Church History on the Internet

The struggles of the Church in Japan can also be seen at the indi-
vidual level, as many members persevere (or do not) through unexpected
challenges to internalize Mormonism. Here I recount, as a member and
personal observer of the Church in Japan, a minor crisis that developed
for Japanese Mormons because of the internet. The internet is an in-
creasingly important source of information in Japan. The Japanese
surfer will find that a majority of websites and bulletin boards on Mor-
monism are either critical or antagonistic toward the Church, giving his-
torical information on Mormonism unfamiliar to most members.

Physical distance and language barriers have kept most Japanese
Church members, including those who are academically inclined, from
knowledge of scholarly research on Mormon history. A small number of
members subscribe to Dialogue, Sunstone, and the like, and certain con-
troversial aspects do become known through personal networks. For ex-
ample, although the Church itself said virtually nothing about the
priesthood racial ban before 1978, most Japanese members had some
knowledge of it. Nevertheless, non-standard Church history has gener-
ally been very dimly known by most Church members. It was only
around 1997 that Mormon history, other than the "standard Church
history" carefully provided by the Church, became easily accessible in Ja-
pan. The accessibility was largely due to the rapid development and
spread of the internet.

Prior to the internet, the quantity of Church literature on LDS his-
tory was quite limited, aside from lesson manuals. Older members, con-
verted after the war, recall two books: What of the Mormons? by Gordon
B. Hinckley, written and translated into Japanese in 1958; and William
E. Berrett's The Restored Church (translated 1975), a large book with many
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illustrations that had been originally developed as a text for U.S. semi-
nary students. Very few members now possess these books, let alone re-
fer to them. Then came two booklets devoted to Church history: The Re-
stored Truth (1980, 1996)—an excerpt from What of the Mormons?—and
Our Heritage (1996). These latter two works are still the chief sources of
history for the general membership. The four books aim at members
generally and comprise material positive in nature, plain to understand,
devoid of complex and sensitive elements, and often featuring moving
anecdotes of faith and sacrifice. The literature might be compared to a
textbook of any nation's history for the middle-school level. For in-
stance, the books lack concrete descriptions of the polygamy practiced
by Joseph Smith and Brigham Young, the direct and immediate causes
of Joseph Smith's death at Carthage, and the dissension that resulted in
schismatic movements and the creation of the Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (Community of Christ) in 1860.

More recently, in 1998, the Church Education System published
its latest textbook, Church History in the Fulness of Times. This is the only
publication by the Church in Japanese which comments on the Moun-
tain Meadows Massacre or on the Mark Hofmann case. Both descrip-
tions are worded very carefully, presumably so as not to damage the im-
age of the Church. The list of the twelve documents Hofmann forged is
mentioned in a footnote, the first time the documents had been printed
in a Japanese publication since the 1980s, when four of them were intro-
duced in the Seito-no-michi, the Japanese Church magazine. These ex-
amples illustrate the scarcity of information in Japan provided from
within Mormonism.

Encyclopedias had been the most easily available sources of infor-
mation outside of Mormonism on Church history. The descriptions
therein were very brief and the tone was usually not critical, though they
cannot be called friendly. Some inquisitive members might have glanced
through other books on religion, but most had similarly short and gen-
eral treatments of Mormonism. Robert Mullen's Mormons was translated
in 1970 when Japan hosted Expo '70. The book, published by a major
publishing house with the title The Search for Happiness, was well written
and quite friendly to the Church, but it was not non-standard Mormon
history. Of course, very antagonistic anti-Mormon literature could be
found at Christian bookstores, but most members avoided these works
or disregarded their claims as anti-Mormon.
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The internet changed the scene radically. Soon after the internet
began to be accessible, a member of the Church accessed American
anti-Mormon sites and stumbled over problems with the Book of Abra-
ham. He read other aspects of nonstandard Church history and, in
1997, started a website of his own in Japanese called "The Truth about
the Mormon Church." It caused a great shock, as he was a respected
bishop at the time. He was excommunicated soon thereafter. He re-
named the site "Uninformed Saints" in 1998. The following year,
members who had left the Church created a website, "Group of Courage
and Truth." That same year, another defector started a website called "Is
the Mormon Church Worth Believing?" In 2000 a member who re-
mains in the Church introduced "The Study of Mormonism" to give
viewers an "objective" perspective.

Thus, in just a few years, different versions and interpretations of
Church history and doctrine became accessible in Japanese. As a result,
a number of members—perhaps dozens—became disturbed and left the
Church. The phenomenon was not very conspicuous, but it was ob-
served here and there. They felt perplexed that Joseph Smith undertook
polygamy secretly before the doctrine's public announcement, they puz-
zled over the supposed connection between the endowment ceremony
and Masonic ritual, they grew suspicious of the Book of Mormon's histo-
ricity, and they wondered about other issues. Since many Japanese con-
verts are honest-minded and sober, many dissenters felt disappointed
and betrayed by the Church. Among those who left the Church were a
convert from another Christian church who had been mission leader of
a district in western Japan, a very active returned missionary in the To-
kyo area, a core member of an Osaka ward, a few Relief Society sisters in
one branch, and many other rank-and-file members. Since then, various
websites, both apologetic and antagonistic, have been set up, including
the official webpage of the Church in Japanese. The tone of the antago-
nists is still angry, sarcastic, and hostile.

Most who dissented from the Church because of alternative histo-
ries, I have observed, returned to their former atheistic lives, though a
certain number turned to Protestant churches. Some of those who be-
came atheistic apparently lapsed into moral degradation, launched ex-
tramarital relations, neglected their families, and divorced their spouses,
just as higher criticism of the Bible and modernism may cause some
Christians to lose confidence, recognize no authority, and follow their
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own moral instincts. Though it would be virtually impossible to prove,
the slowing conversion rate might also result partly from the existence of
these secular resources. I have heard anecdotal reports of investigators
discontinuing missionary lessons or changing their minds about bap-
tism after reading antagonistic webpages.

At the 1983 conference of the Mormon History Association, Mar-
tin E. Marty introduced a distinction between two equally valid but in-
tellectually different levels of religious faith: "primitive naivete" and
"secondary naivete." Here primitive naivete refers to accepting a reli-
gion more or less without question, while secondary naivete means stay-
ing in the faith even after critically scrutinizing Church history and
adapting one's faith to more nuanced and sophisticated demands. The
passage from the primitive to the secondary level, which often happens
as individuals mature, is a difficult process for many, sometimes even oc-
casioning a personal crisis. Members may feel betrayed, disappointed,
and indignant when exposed to material that contradicts cherished
ideas. They struggle to restructure and reestablish their faith and philos-
ophy of life. Those who succeed grow stronger in the faith than they
were before, but some do not succeed.

One might suggest that most members need only primitive naivete;
that is, they are content with simple, standard, and positive forms of
Church history. And it may be true that many members thrive under such
circumstances. The Church in Japan, however, will not grow if it keeps
only those with primitive naivete and is unable to retain those who leave
that stage and launch more complex explorations of their faith. Nor will
an LDS culture that fosters only primitive naivete ever become fully inter-
nalized in a society as complex as Japan's. A system of thought from the
outside that will not engage a society's most rigorous minds will always re-
main peripheral. In Japan, those at the first stage of naivete stayed in the
Church while many of the rest, including members with complex views,
left or drifted into inactivity. Those who leave tend to be inquisitive and
intelligent; thus, the Church in Japan has been losing significant human
resources.

Conclusion: Coping with the Challenges
In Japan, as everywhere else, the reception of the Church and the

gospel varies greatly among individuals. To some, indeed to most Japa-
nese, the Church and the gospel bear unmistakable marks of a foreign en-
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tity. To others, those who have been deeply converted, the Church and
the gospel are simply the truth. The gospel, like science (which was suc-
cessfully "taken in" by a modernizing Japan), claims universal truth, be-
yond cultural particularities. Given an estimate of about 25,000 active
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LDS in Japan—out of more than 120,000 members, which in turn is
about one in every 1,000 Japanese—those holding that the gospel carries
truths independent of culture are not insignificant in number, but nei-
ther do they appreciably impact views toward Mormonism in the larger so-
ciety. Most Japanese, in the long term, will continue to regard Mormon-
ism as fundamentally foreign. If the intercultural paradox operates in
the manner I have suggested, the Church will probably continue to face
severe challenges of growth and retention in Japan. For Latter-day Saints,
true conversion among individuals requires, among other things, spiritual
persuasion that the essential church transcends its places of origin. As I
have argued elsewhere, true conversion often fails to occur for many Japa-
nese in the process leading to baptism. Many converts join for reasons
other than deep internal belief. Church leaders must continue to attend
to the conversion process after baptism.

From my observation of LDS-related bulletin boards and other
trends in Japan, I do not believe that the swaying and/or defection of
members from the Church is as common now as it was during the early
years of internet access. This situation parallels members' attitudes to-
ward anti-Mormon literature in the past. Once active members become
aware of the nature of antagonistic websites, they avoid viewing them.
Yet it is still the case that members may be exposed to such information
more easily and innocently than in pre-internet days. Thus, Church
teachers and leaders in Japan must, at least indirectly, confront this new
accessibility to nonofficial Church history and criticism.

The intercultural paradox and the mini-crisis over the internet in-
volve a similar process: enthusiastic curiosity for new phenomena from
the outside, replaced by disillusionment and a repelling of those phenom-
ena once greater familiarity sets in. One of the Church's key challenges in
Japan is to ensure that familiarity does not breed contempt. Familiariza-
tion should draw members closer. We should give members more tools to
recognize Church teachings and history—even amid the controversies—as
universally and personally applicable, rather than foreign.

A new type of Church member who is informed about academic
Mormon history may be slowly emerging in Japan. I personally know
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many such members: a few at the bishopric level, a few college professors,
a physician who is in a district presidency, a Gospel Doctrine teacher, an
Institute teacher (not a CES employee), and others. These members could
be regarded as Mormon intellectuals who have made the passage from
Marty's primitive to secondary naivete or from belief before criticism to
belief through criticism and interpretation.

What would help knowledgeable Japanese members pass to the
secondary stage of faith? First, the leadership of the Church in the coun-
try should understand historical issues in the Church. With such knowl-
edge, they will be able to deal better with members who are encounter-
ing such questions and difficult issues for the first time. Second, the
Church in Japan should release as much information concerning
Church history as possible. Finally, there should be neutral resources
available. With these conditions satisfied, the Church in Japan will be-
come more mature, stable, and better able to weather future crises. It
might even simultaneously lay the groundwork for the long process of
overcoming the intercultural paradox.
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